So you think you may want to play College Football?
Start of your Freshman Year
Establish an NCAA Eligibility Clearinghouse Account- access on Burgfootball.com under information. Cost
involved $85? You must have an account to be looked at NCAA D I or D II. You receive an ID number.
Enroll in classes that are College Prep and maintain good grades! Good Classes help on ACT.
Get a Twitter account and tweet or retweet only good motivational material. Nothing controversial. Do not
post or retweet anything you would not share with me or your parents.
Three things all programs are looking for: You must develop these so that others may see.
1.) Character
2.) Love of the Game of Football
3.) Commitment to Academics
Sophomore year
Be willing to play any position and get on the field and get game film on your play. Make a hudl highlight film
that is less them 2 minutes with your best most explosive plays first. Keep you hudl account updated, with
pics height, weight, test scores, contact information.
Get in the car and Go visit campuses. You can have access to free tickets to any college game in the country in
the fall (ask me). In the winter call and ask to speak to a coach and get a tour. They will get eyes on you, and
learn who you are. You will see what all is involved with the program. It will give you a sense of what it takes
to play at a given level (D I, II, III, NAIA). If you truly want to play, you can find a place.
Post videos of visits on Twitter. This is your broadcast the world. It does not have to be boastful but needs to
show where you have been and how serious you are. Post videos of workouts. Post videos of other
accomplishments in other sports celebrating you being a good teammate and the school pride you have.
Be sure to go to at least one or two summer football camps. There they can see you in action. Every
encounter with a coach in as interview, show them your best. Maintain good grades!
Junior year
Get in the car and follow up with visits to campus and or games, the more they see you the more they have an
idea of who you are. You can take as many visits unofficially as you want.
Schedule multiple times to take the ACT. Do some ACT prep work to give yourself the best possible score
each time. Maintain good grades.
Maintain Hudl Account, attend camps, update twitter, be a good teammate. You can only do too little, you
can never do too much. But YOU must have the desire to be great. No one can do it for you!
Be in school and at your best, you never know when a coach may show up. Do not be absent or tardy
Senior year
FASFA – Have filled out and submitted on or after October of your Senior Year.
Signing days - are the first week of December and February

